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GPS
CHALLENGE

Using our technology, we have created a unique, interactive activity that facilitates a fun and engaging team event for your group with a competitive twist.
Based around your chosen hotel, venue, city or location, we’ll use a range of quick fire tasks and creative challenges that get teams working in groups of
five-ten to win points. The live score board ranks your success and the team with the most points at the end of the game wins. Every event starts with an
uplifting briefing from one of our experienced event managers. Each team will be supplied with a tablet loaded with the GPS challenge and location map.
Navigating the map, they will then visit a series of ‘hotspots’ to unlock tasks, answer questions and complete challenges.
With a huge variety of content, the challenge is designed to
keep teams engaged throughout with multiple choice
questions, video challenges, creative photos to take, invisible
tasks to locate, timed questions and music clips to identify.
Points are awarded for correctly completing these
tasks, with bonus points for accuracy! The live
scoreboard updates throughout the game to keep
everyone on their toes and ensure a certain level
of momentum right up until the end of the
game.
At the end of the event, we’ll show the best
photos and videos from the day in an entertaining
finale* and award prizes to each member of the
winning team. We’ll also send you a link after the
event with all the great content from the
challenge for you and your team to enjoy time
and time again!

Notes & Prices

1 – 4 hour activity,
Suitable for 3 – 3000 people
£POA (event set up fee) plus £POA per head
For further information and photos CLICK HERE

Video CLICK HERE

